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libra
24 SEP - 23 OCT

In order to achieve the best possible outcome in your relationships it’s important to understand yourself and be able to
look at things from the other person’s perspective. It’s all too easy to fall into the trap of thinking everything you do is right,
especially if you can falsely justify your every move.
Last week I briefly spoke about a question of values to do with work versus play. The subject is still apparent and now
moves to understanding the value in others.
With Mars sitting at 29 degrees of your house governing career and authority, be mindful there is a tendency to go a
little over the top when exercising your muscle. Jupiter is also moving forward in your self-expression and creativity sector,
placing even more emphasis on how you convey yourself. Saturn, the planet of rules and structure, will move into Libra at
the end of this month which means more work on the self.

aquarius
21 JAN - 19 FEB

pisces
20 FEB - 20 MAR

aries
21 MAR - 20 APR

taurus
21 APR - 21 MAY

gemini
22 MAY - 21 JUN

cancer
22 JUN - 23 JUL

leo

24 JUL - 23 AUG

virgo
24 AUG - 23 SEP

scorpio
24 OCT - 22 NOV

sagittarius
23 NOV - 21 DEC

capricorn
22 DEC - 20 JAN
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Jupiter is moving forward in your sign bringing bigger and better
opportunities, as long as you are willing to recognise and seize them. Your
task is to make your transformation from the old way of doing things and
finally put into action a sensible plan. Mistakes should be made no more
than twice — once to learn, twice to transform.
Let it go if it no longer serves its purpose. There several planets in the
area governing transformation and power. In order to move forward,
grow and develop, you need to shed your old skin. Hanging on to useless
baggage can cause problems and can hold you back from bigger and
better things.
The focal point for you over the next few weeks will be relationships
and all that goes with them. Understanding the dynamics of how your
relationships work is important. Knowing how you need to relate to
individuals to achieve the best possible outcome should be the main focus.
Redefining your idea of love also comes with this.
Saturn is moving into the last degree of Virgo, your house of creativity
and self–expression. It will then move into Libra for the next two years,
bringing focus on your wellbeing. Saturn means work and as you’ve had
the last two years to work on personal expression your next phase means
getting into tip-top shape.
Mars is at a crucial degree impacting on your values and beliefs. Many
of your previous forecasts have centred on this and you now reach a
climactic phase. There may have been an instance lately that has acted
as a flashpoint and will hopefully have given you a good example of how
important it is to value yourself.
Circumstances have had you questioning the way people see you, react to
you and treat you. These instances happen in order to help you gain a firm
sense of self and how you can work towards cementing the individual you
are. If you feel unjustly treated and think you are worth more then it’s time
to exercise your authority.
With many planets occupying your house of the mind you have some work
ahead in relation to mental processes. Logic, reason, communication and
siblings are governed by this area. This is where your attention is required
because an adjustment needs to take place. Bring on a new way of
thinking for future success.
From now until the end of the month you will experience instances that
impact on the person you are. Saturn is reaching a critical degree in your
sign and basically means work and effort on your personality and image.
Our personalities must undergo an evolution as we need to grow and
develop, otherwise stagnation causes major problems.
Your subconscious is working overtime. There are several planets
occupying this area, bringing up different facets to deal with. These
include feelings, thoughts, personal expression and worth. Observe the
impact the aforementioned have on you and try to investigate how they
may be impeding your progress.
The focus on groups, networks and social activity continues. Getting out
there and mixing in different social circles has hidden meaning for you.
What you stand to gain is important for your growth and development. For
example, hearing another’s point of view on a topic may give you insight
you didn’t have before.
Last week I mentioned career and questioning your value. I said it wasn’t
an issue to worry about. If you are experiencing hiccups or setbacks in your
job don’t give it more energy than you have to as your circumstances are
better than you think. You know what you’re worth, so move forward with
head held high.
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UNNAKED

Created in 2006, UnNakeD is a leading Sydney-based fashion label,
producing fresh Australian-made apparel. The UnNakeD team is
committed to delivering a street-inspired limited edition product
that has been missing from the Australian market for some time.
The Star has 10 shirts to give away. For the chance to win one,
email your details and size to comps@starobserver.com.au
and include UNNAKED in the subject line. Entries
close 5pm Wednesday and the winners’ names
will be published.
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AJA

Aja, a wine blend designed to perfectly
match Asian cuisine, has been launched
on the Australian market just in time for
summer. The Star has five bottles to give
away. For the chance to win one, email your
details to comps@starobserver.com.au and
include AJA in the subject line. Entries close
5pm Wednesday and the winners’ names will
be published.
Please note: You must collect the prize from our
Oxford St office and show ID if asked.

